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Luxury
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EDITORIAL
WORDS / Jason Kotchoff
Two themes stood out in this issue. One

rewarding to participate in the Pride in Sport movement. Liz sums

being the terrific success of our first ever

it up all up well, especially when she discusses Alex and

‘Pride Round’ Big V Double Header where

Brandon’s messages about what it means to be yourself.

we hosted an inclusive event in a celebration
of LGBTI pride. The other being the family

On another note, our legendary 1978 IV champs held a forty year

connections that have formed here at MUBC

reunion and that instigated an investigation into life partners who

along with some impressive history from our

met at our club and the resultant family connections. This edition

championship 1978 team

features a recap of that reunion and player profiles of two second
generation and one third generation player(s) who quite simply,

Our diversity representative Liz Hazel was the spearhead of our

wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for MUBC.

first ever LGBTI event and her recap is available in this issue. We
are extremely thankful for the support from MU Sport who

Our Big V teams both concluded their seasons in recent weeks

chipped in with funding for the spectacular rainbow uniforms,

after strong performances all year. Their seasons are recapped

signage and other particulars. MUBC has always looked to

by head coaches Grantley Bernard and Stephen Moresi.

provide an inclusive atmosphere and so it was particularly

“My parents met at MUBC where my dad coached my mum's team”
-Evan Lewis-

Presentation Night
It’s not long to go before our biggest night of the year, a chance to get dressed
up, meet some other members of the club and have a great night out. The
committee are looking to make it extra special this year so make sure you block
out the date and we’ll see you there.
Evening of Saturday October 13th
Time and location to be determined
* Keep an eye out for details on our facebook page and at training
Another thing to keep in mind is the upcoming weekend basketball tournament
in Albury which is likely to be held November 9-11th. Albury tournament is a
great chance to get a bunch of games in with new teammates and party
together in a country town.
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Player Profiles
Evan Lewis
Age: 22
Started playing basketball: 11 y/o
Joined MUBC: 2016
Singlet number: 55
Vocation: Web Developer
Best asset: Getting exactly one less foul than allowed every game
Best basketball memory: Making long term friends from the Ballarat tournament
Favourite pre-game food: Best to play on an empty stomach
Favourite drink at the bar: Whatever's on tap
Best song to dance to: Nutbush
Most embarrassing moment: Every time I'm at the free throw line
Favourite MUBC event and why: 2+ hours of training each Saturday gets me the best
sleeps of my life
Favourite MUBC family story? My parents met at MUBC where my dad coached my
mum's team.
Editors Note: Evan’s parents met in 1979. His grandfather Rhys was also a foundation
member and star for the club and played for MUBC in the 50’s.

Louisa Keck
Age: 25
Started playing basketball: Aged ten years old for the Canterbury Cougars!
Joined MUBC: Technically 2015 but returned last year after some time off
Vocation: I am studying the Juris Doctor at Melbourne, and I work as a
facilitator/youth worker at The Reach Foundation
Best asset: Probably rebounding or speed (definitely not foul shots!)
Best basketball memory: Probably weekend long tournaments during junior
basketball. Getting to finally play on the same team as my little sister Daphne now is
also a highlight!
Favourite pre-game food: A big bowl of pasta
Favourite drink at the bar: Sailor jerry and dry ginger ale
Best song to dance to? Anything by Cardi B.
Favourite MUBC event and why? Not technically an event, but growing up going to
watch mum or dad play for MUBC each week was always lots of fun, mainly because
we got to eat McDonald's and play while the games were on. I was always so proud to
have such active parents.
Favourite MUBC family story? Dad’s stories from winning the 1978 Inter-varsity
Championships are a highlight. He recently went to the 40 year reunion and managed to fit into his old t-shirt. He played for MUBC from
1975 through to about 2010. He’s still playing now with a whole bunch of ex-MUBC people
at the age of 60 on a Thursday night. They’ve been playing together since about the 80s or
90s and I know dad gets a thrill when they beat a team of 20 year olds.

Daphne Keck
Age: 19
Started playing basketball: When I was 6
Joined MUBC: 2017
Singlet number: 31 (but only because I couldn't get 13)
Vocation: Bachelor of Arts
Best asset: Assists
Best basketball memory: Shooting a buzzer-beater to win against my best-friend’s team,
who usually beat us by heaps
Favourite pre-game food: Pasta and coffee
Favourite drink at the bar: Beer
Best song to dance to? Kitty Girl - RuPaul
Most embarrassing moment: They happen too often for one to stand out (I fall over 3+
times per game)
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PRIDE Round 2018
WORDS / Liz Hazel
PHOTOGRAPHY / Big V Media
On June 23rd, during Pride month, we
hosted the very first Pride in Sport BIGV
double-header. We adorned our stadium
in pride flags and our players and
coaches in Pride uniforms. The night was
a rousing celebration of LGBTI pride and
inclusion in basketball.
We were honoured to be joined in our
celebration by Victoria Police LGBT
Liaison officers, Leading Senior Constables Lisa Dobbie
and Caroll Runnels, Megan Sharp, University of Melbourne
researcher of LGBTI issues, Tim Lee, Director of MU
Sport, Bridgid Junot, Leadership Manager of MU Sport,
and Aaron McNaughton, Marketing Manager of MU Sport.
We also sold rainbow ribbons and raised money for leading
youth LGBTI organisation Minus18.
Following acknowledgement of country, the women tipped
off against the Mornington Breakers. At half time
spectators enjoyed a challenging round of pride trivia, with
novelty rainbow lollipops for prizes and rainbow basketballs
for the tougher questions. Prize runner Natasha de Alwis
did a splendid job dramatically re-enacting prize handovers

for the camera. To a generous and attentive crowd, both
Alex Doddridge and Brandon Armstrong spoke about what
Pride in Sport means to them: pride in sport means being
able to be yourself – no matter who you are. Club
members also recorded messages of support for our
LGBTI community, to feature in an MU Sport short film
about Pride in Sport. And Nick White skillfully hosted the
famous half court shoot-out, with the stakes higher than
usual; a packed chocolate hamper to win. The shoot-out
was skillfully won by Big V starting 5 player Lauren
Bellegante.
All this wouldn’t have been possible without the hard work
of our committee, game night managers, volunteers,
coaches, and players. We had a fantastic night celebrating
and raising awareness for equality and inclusion of our
LGBTI players and supporters in our basketball club and
wider sporting community.
If you have any ideas, feedback or suggestions regarding
diversity and inclusion, don’t hesitate to get in touch with
our Diversity and Inclusion Committee Representative, Liz
Hazel at mubcdiversityandinclusion@gmail.com
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Trivia Night
WORDS / Bernard Thomson
This year our annual trivia night was

Armstrong winning the bottle of Grey Goose with a

held May 11th at Coopers Inn in the

single coin toss, then immediately donating it to the

city on the corner of Exhibition and

second-placegetter because he doesn’t "drink hard

Little Lonsdale Streets.

liquor", and Jimmer’s legendary biceps getting
dominated in an arm-wrestle by Andrew Lui.

Expectations

were

high

after

the

roaring success of last year’s event,

It was an unusual event for Jimmer, as his famous

which was one of our most fun ever on the back of

abs somehow stayed covered up all night. But they

Simon Vaughan’s brilliant job of hosting, writing all

still exerted their power, driving his team "Triple

the

interactive

triples" to a come-from-behind victory in the trivia,

challenges to get everyone involved. Unfortunately,

taking home 3 sessions at Renewal Physiotherapy

Simmo couldn’t be with us for this year’s event as

and two haircuts from Brother Wolf among other

he’s moved to Sydney, but he still went above and

prizes, while one of the Big V girls took out the smut

beyond by writing up a new set of questions and

quiz with her knowledge of unusual fetishes. All in all,

challenges.

it was a very enjoyable evening for all involved.

questions,

and

adding

some

Thank you to Jen Naughton for organising the night,
Highlights of the night included club treasurer Smoke

Eamon Larmon-Ripon for doing a great job of hosting,

proving he could think of more dirty words than club

and Anj Goundar for managing the visuals and

diversity rep Liz Martin, Big V import Brandon

tallying the scores.

Trivia Night dance-off competition

Trivia Night arm wrestle
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Big V Women, 2018 Season Review
WORDS / Grantley Bernard
Lindsay Gaze, the doyen of Australian

●

Our centre Elise Swan went within a couple of converted

basketball, has many sayings to

passes of leading the league in assists before

describe certain situations and

announcing her Big V retirement after a long and

outcomes. After a loss, he was apt to
note that one billion Chinese couldn’t

outstanding career;
●

care less.
So there is certainly a line to be

Lauren Bellegante and Alex Dodderidge always carried
themselves well as co-captains;

●

Mithali Rajagopalan was a willing and enthusiastic

borrowed from Lindsay about the 2018

multi-purpose contributor as development player,

Big V season for the Melbourne Uni

training body, team manager, and game-night manager,

women: Operation successful, patient

showing her devotion to team, club and game.

died.

●

Essentially, the team did everything it could to make the season

Anjali Goundar, already loaded up with the responsibility
of being club president, was coerced into being assistant

successful, but it unfortunately ended with a negative outcome. In

coach, a new role for her, but one that she readily

simple terms, a very good regular season with a 13-5 record, third

fulfilled and provided the greatest support from.

place and a double-chance turned into a disappointing finals
series.

●

All those who supported the team throughout the season
and helped out as volunteers, led by Kerry Turnley in the

A bad opening-night loss to Collingwood prompted a couple of

kitchen for every home game.

important tweaks and we ran off a seven-game winning streak to

So, with that, we can officially draw a line under the 2018 Big V

put us in position to get into position to do something with the

season, one that provided all the usual emotions, highs, lows and

season.

tests along the way, just like major surgery. Alas, for the

There were a couple of losses and performances along the way
that wobbled the wheels without taking them off the axles

Melbourne Uni women it was a case of operation successful,
patient died.

completely, and the response was excellent: four straight wins
against the other four teams that would contest finals.
Unfortunately, that was as good as it got: a terrible effort
against Sherbrooke closed the regular season, a 14-point loss to
second-placed Wallan opened the finals, and an eight-point loss
to Blackburn ended the finals and the season.
The Blackburn defeat was disappointing, but there was no lack
of effort or determination from the team, closing an 11-point gap
to four late in the fourth quarter, which underlined our theme for
the game: regardless of the outcome, we had to represent
Melbourne Uni Basketball Club in the absolute best possible
manner.
Indeed, we had a couple of themes throughout the year, but
mainly that the team was much more important than the
individual. #WEB4ME
That said, there are a few individuals who should be mentioned
along the way:
●

Melanie Fidler and Lauren Bellegante both received Big
V All-Star Five nominations for their performances;
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Big V Men, 2018 Season Review
WORDS / Stephen Moresi
What

a

Keysborough who finished third in the

in no particular order. The first was

This year I had the

regular

the

Jovan (Aka John Travolta) Bojanic's

privilege

season we were crippled by injuries

form on the dance floor which is

coaching

including the loss of Dan Leslie,

something special and really has to be

Melbourne

Stefan Pomasan and Solomon Dech

seen to be believed. After a couple of

which sorely tested our depth. With

drinks and in Warrnambool after the

Division One Big V team. The season

great

Jason

last game of the season it provided

had many high lights and some

Kotchoff, Marc Goodwin and Phil

great entertainment for all who were

struggles mostly injuries and some

Neckers, Liam Norton and Ollie Tonks

able to witness his moves. The

disappointment missing out on finals.

who all filled in for games we were

second high light was Brandon's

The team finished with a record of 12

able to put a competitive team on the

between the legs dribble on a poor

wins and 12 losses and finished in 7th

park and play some great basketball. I

unfortunate Geelong player who could

place just missing out on finals. Given

would like to publicly thank all of these

not work out where the ball had gone

the retirement of three starters and

individuals as without them we would

and found himself on a bdot instagram

the loss of Stefan Pomasan to injury

not have been a competitive team and

post

the team achieve some good results

in a position to win games.

embarrassed for his lack of defence.

University

season!
of

Men's

season.

Throughout

contributions

from

the best being a narrow two point loss

that

went

worldwide

being

The signing and recruiting of Brandon

to Chelsea (top of the ladder) and a

There are many highlights and I will

( bdot ) Armstrong as a player was a

very strong fourteen point win against

endeavour to mention some of them

major bonus for the team. A big
thanks to all the
hard work done by
Anj and Smoke who
made this happen.
Brandon or bdot as
he

is

commonly

more
known

was a huge burst of
positive energy and
enthusiasm and his
attitude

was

infectious. As one
of

our

scorers

leading
his

basketball
knowledge

and

ability to shoot the
three ball was a
great asset to the
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team. Due to his following we actually

example for the rest of the team. He

great to see him step up and take

had spectators at our game which

thrived on the opportunity

to play

training sessions and contribute his

was great for all members of the

senior's men's basketball and willingly

knowledge to assist in the growth of

team.

Brandon

accepted the challenge of guarding

the team. To Will Burrell or Boz as he

sustained an injury and was unable to

the league's most talented imports.

is

participate in the last three games of

We wish him all the best as he travels

would struggle to function without his

the season which seriously impacted

to the USA in late August to take up a

countless contributions. From putting

on our chances to make a run to

position playing college basketball.

out chairs prior to a game, to washing

Unfortunately

make the top six teams and finals.

affectionately known the team

dishes, to booking accommodation, to
This report would not be complete

giving AK about five different uniforms

Another highlight was in early March

without some significant thanks or

because he always forgets his singlet,

was when the team with the help of

appreciation

to

two international students Kris from

within the team. To Stefan Pomasan a

positivity on the bench Bos is a

Belgium and Andrew from Lithuania

message

and

fantastic clubman and what every

we won the preseason tournament at

appreciation for all of his efforts. Stef

team must have. Without a Bos the

Ballarat

in spite of his frustration with a serious

team and the club would be far less.

Keysborough team. Both Kris and

back

time,

On that note I wish to express my

Andrew

at

wisdom and advice in an assistant

appreciation to all the volunteers and

Melbourne Uni and asked to join in.

coaching role to help the team and the

committee members who make a Big

Both were great players and helped

coach.

great

V season happen. Many people work

contribute to the success of our team.

knowledge and understanding of the

tirelessly in the background to ensure

A major highlight for me as a coach

game of basketball and his advice

that I get to coach a team and players

was the acquisition of A.K (Akok

was valued. To Nick Masunda the

get to play.

Kuany) a 19 year old Sudanese player

best value for money import in the

and

Kuany a

league. Week after week game after

To finish I will leave you with a funny

national league player with the Cairns

game Nick turns out outstanding

story

Taipans. AK had not played any

performances

on the court while

Westernport where we had eight

representative basketball for about

guarding the opposition's best player.

players but only seven pairs of shorts.

three

great

He is an outstanding player and rose

Someone had forgotten their shorts

improvement throughout the season.

to the challenge of becoming a good

for the game. With some creativity

His athleticism and energy set a great

leader and Captain of the team. It was

and a bit of warning from coach as to

beating a
walked

brother

years

of

full strength

into

Kuany

and

training

showed

of

injury

He

to

certain individuals

sincere

thanks

contributed

possesses

his

a

providing

about

endless energy and

a

game

against

when the subs where coming the Uni
boys pulled off a fantastic win against
Westernport. Players were required to
swap shorts every time there was a
sub to make sure that everyone was
in uniform and could play. These is an
example of the fun and adventure that
awaits you should you choose to play
Big

V

basketball

and

represent

Melbourne University
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1978 Reunion
WORDS / Jason Kotchoff
PHOTOGRAPHY / The Herald Sun
They say that history repeats itself and
that we can learn from our elders. One
lesson to be learnt from our alumni here
at MUBC is how to forge friendships
that stand the test of time.
On a cold winter's evening in July, I was
fortunate enough to be invited as a
delegate from the club to attend the 40 year
anniversary of our victorious 1978 inter-varsity team.
Life member Henry Cooper hosted the catered
function from his Brunswick home and the team and
their partners showed up to relive that famous
tournament.
As the attendees started to trickle in, I was introduced
to numerous people that I had previously only known
by name. There were many recipients of our John
Bayliss award and several former presidents and
committee members present, many of whom are now
life partners having met each other at the club.

Former club president Ian Bett was keen to hear
about how the club has grown from a handful of
teams in the 70’s to 18 teams today. This group of
tight-knit friends were clearly some of the instigators
of the “you get back what you put in” ethos that has
always motivated our club volunteers to put in all the
behind the scenes work that makes a club great.
This was also a particularly distinguished crowd and I
was learning about the surgical careers of several of
the doctors in attendance when we were joined by the
effervescent Gary Pendlebury. I had heard stories of
the “Hi I’m Gary” MUBC rock band when interviewing
Coops and J.C for our youtube channel however
getting the in-person experience lived up to the
billing, another memory from a memorable evening.
I can only imagine what our club must have been like
during the 70’s and 80’s. It will be interesting to see if
any teams from today’s generation are still around to
hold a forty year reunion in 2060.

On the back wall next to the fireplace a slideshow of
hundreds of photos from the 78 IV tournament was
on display capturing in detail the action both on and
off the court and masterfully photographed by Les
Walker. Les was also deftfully snapping moments
throughout this evening and was proud to discuss his
daughter following her appointment as Big V
photographer at our recent pride in sport event. It was
a pleasure to talk to his wife Julie and learn about his
background growing up in Indiana and the
subsequent immigration to Melbourne. According to
his team-mates, Les was a star of the show on the
court for the 78 team.
Another star of the team and passionate MUBC
alumni, Jamie ‘Skippy’ Keck was also on hand and
we had a great chat about his daughters playing in
the 2018 MU2 team with my wife Caitlyn. Seeing Skip
on the MSAC sidelines to cheer on his girls is a
weekly reminder to me of the historical connections of
our club. Both Daphne and Louisa are featured in the
player profiles section of this newsletter.

1978 Herald Sun Photo Shoot. Standing: Graeme Bennie,
Andrew Bett, Jamie Keck, Les Walker, Steve Nolan, Gary
Pendlebury (Manager) and Peter Dyer; Seated: Andrew Fithall
and John Campbell; Absent: Ray Watson, Graeme Clarke, Chris
Macpherson and Henry Cooper (Coach).
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A brief history of MUBC couples
WORDS / Jason Kotchoff

After a few years here at the shop, it quickly
becomes apparent that there are plenty of couples
who met at MUBC.
Love has literally been in the air for decades and
below is an abridged list of married couples and life
partners known to the author along with the era in
which they met.
70’s
Andrew Bett & Bernadette Burke
Neville Brayley & Carolyn Dillon
David Crombie & Terri McMahon
Tony Lewis & Pauline Murphy
Chris Macpherson & Wendy Woodburn
Malcolm Short & Karen Shaw
Trevor Smith & Janet Nicolson
Les Walker & Julie Sievers
80’s
Peter Burns & Jan Halse
John Campbell & Ellen Maxwell
Henry Cooper & Gillian Payne
Graeme Jane & Sheenagh
Andrew Jirik & Sue-Ellen Turner
David Liddle & Kim Jachno McShane
David Morosoli & Cathy
Ian Pendlebury & Margie Jordan
Michael Pitt & Sally-Anne Lamplugh
Steve Randall & Sue Harman
Michael Scales & Carolyn Pickburn

2000’s
Joel Berry & Catherine Nelson
Martin De Lange & Michelle Hansen
James Fidler & Rhia Mikkor
Adriano Leti & Jacqui Nguyen
Matt Rafton & Emily Cleeve
C.J Ruggles & Angela Harris
Kylie Turnley & Tom Hillbrich
2010’s
Raef Akehurst & Charlotte Mcnamara
Jason Kotchoff & Caitlyn Hallett
Peter Petroulas-Turnbull & Katrina Massey
Additionally, this list has produced both second
generation players and even one third generation
player. Dean Brayley, son of Neville and Carolyn
was an early second generation player and in 2018
we now have two daughters of MUBC alumni Jamie
Keck and Susan Mountford actively playing
(Daphne and Louisa) and also one third generation
player; Evan Lewis, son of Tony and Pauline and
grandson of Rhys Lewis, one of our inaugural
members from the 1950’s.
No doubt there will be more couples and MUBC
families to come.

90’s
Luke Gattuso & Natalie Johnston
Paul Gregorevic & Alex Cleeve
Marc Howard & Kellie Watt
Matt Scholes & Lea Waters
Herman Tokatlidis & Amanda Sullivan
Finn Westerman & Eleanor Clune
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Communications & Social Media
You can now get your fix of instant MUBC gratification across a range of mediums:
Website: melbourneunibasketball.org.au

Facebook: facebook.com/melbourneuniversitybasketballclub
Instagram: instagram.com/MelbourneUniBasketball

YouTube: youtube.com/channel/UCtjTdUQ0XS2hXz-4SzHKsgg
Twitter: twitter.com/MUBCBlackAngels

Did you know that our website has a collection of nearly all Dribbling Balls newsletters dating back to 1974 and has club news and
photos dating back to 1953? Or that our YouTube channel has footage of every Big V game in high definition from 2016 onward as well
as some of our domestic grand finals?
To stay up to date with tournaments and club events like Trivia and Presentation nights, keep an eye out on our Facebook events and
to stay dialled with all the visuals in real time, make sure to subscribe to the Instagram feed.
We also have a mailing list for alumni and so if you are not already on it, what are you waiting for? Sign up now by emailing your
admission to the list at: social@melbourneunibasketball.org.au
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